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GALT can be subdivided into several compartments: (a) Peyer’s patches (PP); (b) lamina propria
(LP); and (c) intraepithelial leukocyte (IEL) spaces. The B-cell follicles of PP are quiescent in
neonatal and germ-free (GF) adult mice. Germinal centers (GC), including slgA blasts, appear
in the B follicles of formerly GF adult mice about 10-14 days after monoassociation with various
gut commensal bacteria. The GC wax and wane over about a 3-week period, although the
bacterial colonizers remain in the gut at high density. Neonatal mice, born of conventionally
reared (CV), immunocompetent mothers, display GC reactions in PP postweaning, although
pups of SCID mothers display precocious GC reactions at about 14 days of life. Normally, gut
colonization of neonates with segmented filamentous bacteria (SFB) leads to explosive
development of IgA plasmablasts in LP shortly after weaning. Commensal gut bacteria and the
immunocompetency of mothers also appears to control the rate of accumulation of primary B
cells from "virgin" B cells in neonates.
Enteric reovirus infection by the oral route can cause the activation of CD8 T cells in the
interfollicular regions of PP and the appearance of virus-specific precursor cytotoxic T
lymphocytes (pCTL) in the IEL spaces. Such oral stimulation can also lead to "activation" of
both CTL and natural killer (NK) cells in the IEL spaces. More normally, colonization of the gut
with SFB also leads to similar activations of NK cells and "constitutively" cytotoxic T cells.
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INTRODUCTION

Lymphoid Tissues of GALT

GALT includes both organized lymphoid compart-
ments, consisting of PP, regional lymphatics, and

mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN), and dispersed lym-
phoid cells in the IEL spaces and the gut LP (Owen
and Jones, 1974; Cerf-Bensussan and Guy-Grand,
1991). The PP consist of a single-layer cluster of B-
cell follicles, divided by T-cell-rich wedges, unevenly
distributed in the wall of the small intestine. A
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specialized follicle-associated epithelium (FAE) over-
lies these clusters, forming a relatively mucus-free
"dome" among the absorptive villi and their inter-

spersed crypts. Among the cells of FAE are special-
ized M (microfold) cells, which actively pinocytose or

endocytose droplets and particles from the gut lumen
Owen and Jones, 1974). These M cells serve as

"afferent lymphatics" for PP, delivering antigens
(Ags) and pathogens to the underlying, organized
lymphoid tissue (Wolf et al., 1981; Jones et al., 1994).
The B-cell follicles in PP of CV mammals are not

typically quiescent (primary), as in lymph nodes or

spleen, but rather display continuous GC reactions
and are chronically activated (secondary). Presum-
ably, these GC reactions are constantly driven by the
environmental Ags delivered via M cells. The GC in
PP of mice typically bind high levels of peanut
agglutinin (PNA--a marker for the B blasts) and
contain a preponderance of dividing, IgA-expressing
B blasts (Lebman et al., 1987; Weinstein et al., 1991).
Surface IgD-bearing B cells (primary B cells) are
confined to the recirculating population comprising
the surrounding mantle zone.

Lymphocyte Recirculation from and to GALT

Among the B cells leaving PP via efferent lymphatics
are IgA B cells, generated and selected for survival
in GC (Craig and Cebra, 1971; Lebman et al., 1987).
These pass through MLN, where some are maturing
to IgA plasma blasts (McWilliams et al., 1975).
Eventually, these IgA B cells are found in thoracic
duct lymph (Pierce and Gowans, 1975) and blood,
having developed a homing propensity to exit into
and accumulate in mucosal tissues via transit of small
venules (Husband, 1982). Many of the IgA plasma-
blasts generated in PP eventually accumulate and
secrete their IgA Abs in the gut LP.
At least one T-cell subset that can contribute to gut

immunity (CD8 CTL) can be generated by Ag-
stimulation in the interfollicular regions of PP (Lon-
don et al., 1987, 1990). Some of these emigrate to the
IEL spaces, where they selectively lodge and can
function as one subset of CTL among other NK and
CD8 T cells from other sources (Cuff et al., 1993).

Roles of IgA Abs and T Lymphocytes in GALT

Dimeric IgA Abs, produced locally by IgA plasma
cells in gut LP, are actively transported via poly Ig-
receptors (pig-R) into and through gut epithelial cells,
especially crypt cells (Mostov et al., 1980). During
exocytosis into crypt and gut lumen, the pIg-R is
cleaved and a portion (secretory component) remains

complexed to IgA dimer. This "secretory" IgA can
function as a "blocking" or "neutralizing" Ab in the
gut lumen, preventing the attachment or fucntioning
of viral or bacterial pathogens or enterotoxins onto or

in target cells, usually gut epithelial cells (Ogra and
Karzon, 1969; Merchant et al., 1991). Very recently,
an intriguing protective activity has been suggested
for IgA dimer present in LP below the mucosal
epithelium or within epithelial cells: that this IgA
dimer can complex with Ags after their uptake by
epithelial cells and even after their translocation of
.these cells (Mazanec et al., 1992). The result could be
interference with intracellular viral or bacterial repli-
cation and/or "flushing out" or "rejection" of the Ag/
IgA dimer complex via the normal pIg-R mediated

transport mechanisms.
Direct evidence for the functioning of effector CTL

in the IEL spaces has been difficult to obtain.

However, their abundance--one per five epithelial
cells Cerf-Bensussan and Guy-Grand, 1991)--and
selective accumulation in these spaces via special
adhesion molecules for ligands on enterocytes (Cepek
et al., 1994) support a role at these sites. We find that
pCTL, generated in PP, can populate the IEL spaces,
and that these can protect neonatal mice against an

oral infection with Type 3 reovirus, which ordinarily
leads to a fatal meningoencephalitis (Cuff et al., 1991,
1993).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Use of Murine Models to Analyze the Roles
of Enteric Viruses and Bacteria in Driving the
Development of the Mucosal Immune System

In order to circumvent the normally constant stimuli
from environmental Ags in the gut lumen, we used
mice-raised GF in flexible-frame, Trexler isolation
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bubbles. Although such mice are not "Ag-free," since

they receive autoclaved food containing foreign
macromolecules, their GALT exhibits a marked
depression of the physiologically normal state of
activation and hypertrophy: B-cell follicles of PP are

primary and lack GC, gut lumen LP contains few IgA
plasma cells (<5% of "normal"), and both CD4 and
CD8 T cells are mostly in a low state of activation.

Initially, we used Type 1 reovirus to probe the
mucosal immune system (London et al., 1987). When
orally administered, this virus causes a transient
infection of the gut epithelium of adult, immuno-

competent mice without any overt clinical symptoms.
We compared oral versus footpad administration of
reovirus. GC reactions occurred in the PP of GF mice

and LN of CV mice, respectively. These GC reactions

similarly waxed and waned over about 4 weeks,
reaching a maximum at about 10-14 days (Weinstein
and Cebra, 1991). At 12-14 days postinfection, the
infectious virus is completely resolved. We compared
the specific Ab responses in PP versus LN using a

tissue fragment culture assay that we developed
(Logan et al., 1991). This assay reflects the status of

Ag-specific priming and Ig isotype potential by Ab
secreted in culture over 8 days, after removing
lymphoid tissue from mice at various times after local
infection in vivo. Although the time course of the GC
reactions were similar in PP versus LN after local
infection, the local Ab responses differed markedly:
Following IgM Ab responses detectable in both tissue

fragment cultures set up 3 days after in vivo infection,
only the PP cultures expressed IgA Abs, beginning 5
days after in vivo infection, whereas only LN cultures
expressed IgG1 Abs when set up at about the same

time after in vivo infection.
Another major difference between the outcomes of

local infection at the two different sites is that a

secondary viral challenge at the original site results in
an appreciably greater Ab responsemand relatively
more IgG1 Abstain LN, but a considerably lesser Ab
response in PP, compared with the initial responses
after primary infection (Weinstein and Cebra, 1991).
From these observations, we conclude that (1) chronic
GC reactions in PP are not constitutive, but must be

consecutively induced by overlapping gut mucosal

exposures to Ag; (2) the preferred isotype switching
to IgA expression by dividing B cells in PP is a

consequence of their special microenvironment,
rather than their chronically activated state; and (3)
IgA Abs, secreted into the gut lumen after primary gut
mucosal infection, continue to block uptake of viral
Ag upon subsequent oral/mucosal challenge, thus
attenuating the effective secondary stimulus.

Based on these observations, we wondered whether
chronic gut colonization of formerly GF mice with an

enteric bacteria would provoke only a transient GC
reaction in PP or present a continuing stimulus that
would maintain chronic GC reactions. How does the
GALT of mammals respond to commensal enterics?
We monoassociated GF mice with a single species of

Gram-negative bacilli, Morganella morganii, by oral
inoculation (Shroff et al., 1995). Surprisingly, to

us, we observed about the same time course of
GC reactions in PP--by incorporation of BrdU
for dividing cells, appearance of PNA+, IgA B
blastsafter colonization with M. morganii as we had
observed following acute gut mucosal reovirus infec-
tion (Weinstein and Cebra, 1991). By days 30-50
postcolonization, the GC reactions waned and were

resolved, although the now quiescent B follicles
maintained more IgA B cells and CD4 T cells
scattered throughout the follicles and in the dome
region than were found in PP of GF mice prior to

colonization. Tissue fragment cultures of PP and
small intestine (SI) showed a maximal output of IgA
Abs 10-70 days postcolonization and a slow decline

thereafter during nearly 1 year of monitoring. The
potentials of the fragment cultures reflected the
appearance and maintenance of specific IgA Ab-
secreting plasma cells in gut LP. Although some of
the enterics translocated to MLN and spleen, systemic
bacteria were completely cleared within weeks. The
commensals were then confined to the gut, where they
continued to maintain themselves at high densities (=
109/gram feces) for at least 1 year, although they
exhibited a "coating" with the host’s IgA within 5-6
days after colonization, which was then also main-

tained. We concluded that the mammalian host does
make a humoral immune response to commensal
bacteria, but that this response is self-limiting,
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probably due to continuous, low-level production and
secretion of IgA Abs, which act to exclude both
bacteria and their Ags from effective, continuing
stimulation of PP. These observations further support
the hypothesis that the chronic GC reactions ordi-
narily occurring in CV mammals must be due to
consecutive, overlapping gut mucosal stimuli pro-
vided by changing and/or novel environmental Ags.

External Factors that Influence the Development
of the Humoral Mucosal and Systemic Immune
System of Neonates

It has been known for many years that neonatal mice
do not express "natural" IgA Abs reactive with gut
commensal bacteria and that their gut LP is essen-

tially devoid of IgA plasma cells. Ordinarily, neonatal
mice first express appreciable natural IgA in their gut
secretions around the time of weaning--days 21-28 of
life. We wondered whether such neonates were

capable of displaying a specific IgA Ab response
earlier, upon challenge of their gut mucosa with a

foreign, nonenvironmental Ag. Using oral inoculation
with Type 1 reovirus and both PP and SI fragment
cultures, we showed that neonatal mice could initiate
an active humoral mucosal immune response, includ-

ing predominantly IgA Abs, at least as early as day 10
of life (Kramer and Cebra, 1995a). We also observed,
in the course of these studies, that day 10 neonates,
orally infected with enteric reovirus, also developed
about a 20-fold greater expression of natural IgA in
their gut mucosa than of demonstrably virus-specific
IgA Abs. We wondered whether maternal immune
influences ordinarily affected the typical delay in
"spontaneous" development of natural IgA in
neonates until weaning. In order to examine this

possibility, we made reciprocal matings of immuno-
competent mice with severe-combined immunodefi-
cient (SCID) mice. The F1 offspring were all expected
to be immunocompetent and to only differ by whether
their dam was SCID or immunocompetent. We found
that both sets of F1 pups responded equally well to

oral reovirus challenge, unless their mother was

immunocompetent and had previously been orally
inoculated with reovirus. Swapping litters and foster

nursing indicated that a mucosally immune nurse
mother was essential to prevent active mucosal
immunization of the pups during suckling. Further-
more, in the absence of deliberate oral inoculation
with reovirus, F1 pups from the reciprocal crosses
differed in the time of spontaneous development of
natural IgA Abs, GC reactions in PP, and the
appearance of IgA plasma cells in gut LP: F1 pups
born to and nursed on SCID dams exhibited a

precocious development of these features by days
14-16 of life, whereas F1 pups from immunocompe-
tent dams showed the typical delay in these changes
until weaning (days 21-28) (Kramer and Cebra,
1995b). We were able to correlate the "delayed"
development of active natural IgA responsiveness in
the gut of neonates with the passively acquired
maternal IgA content of the stomach and the "coat-
ing" of most elements of the neonatal gut flora with
this maternal IgA. Finally, oral infection of neonates

from nonimmune (to reovirus) immunocompetent
dams with reovirus appears to overcome the blocking
effects of suckled maternal IgA, reactive with the gut
bacteria of neonates.
We wondered whether suckled maternal Abs

versus bacterial Ags/polyclonal mitogens might also
regulate other aspects of B-cell development in
neonates. Monroe and colleagues have shown a delay
until about 18-28 days of life in the competence of
splenic neonatal B cells to respond in vitro to cross-

linking of their slg Ag receptors with Fab’2 anti-
mouse IgM (Yellen-Shaw and Monroe, 1992; Monroe
et al., 1993). Neonatal and adult B cells are about
equally responsive to mitogenic stimulation with LPS.
This change in responsiveness is a functional corre-
late of the "virgin" to "primary" B-cell transition.

Examination of in vitro responsiveness of neonatal,
splenic B cells from F pups of the previously
described, reciprocal crosses also show that pups born
and nursed by or only foster suckled by SCID dams
exhibited a precocious transition virgin to primary B
cells. We suggest that bacterial LPS, or some other
bacterial Ags, may play a role in driving this

transition and that suckled maternal Abs versus these
products of the gut flora may partially block their

uptake and dissemination.
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TABLE Stimulation of Germinal-Center Reactions and CD4 T-Cell Activation in Peyer’s Patches Following Colonization in Germ-Free
C3H Mice with Segmented Filamentous Bacteria

Mice % PP Lymphocytes % PP CD4 cells
PNA sIgA CD45RBhigh

GF 4.9 1.2 65
GF, 6 day pi 4.2 1.5 60
GF, 14 day pi 19.0 3.0 56
GF, 28 day pi 16.0 6.5 54
GF, 50 day pi 9.4 5.5 38
CV adults 15.0 3.8 33
CV adults 20.0 4.1 46

apNA/ peanut agglutinin binding; slgA surface IgA positive; GF germ-free; p.i. postinfection (colonization of the gut); CV
conventionally reared (normal, complex gut flora).

Can One Identify Members of the Gut Bacterial
Flora that Play a Significant Role in Driving the
Development of the GALT?

A prominent group of bacteria in the normal gut flora
of many animals was identified as early as 1849
(Leidy, 1849) as "jointed threads" (Arthromitis) or

"segmented filamentous bacteria" (SFB). These SFB
are Gram-positive, spore-forming, obligate anaerobes
that have never been cultured in vitro. Recently, SFB
have been "cloned" by limiting dilution of spore
suspensions into GF mice Klaasen et al., 1991). Such
monoassociated, formerly GF mice show the rapid
development of a population of IgA plasma cells in
gut LP and of natural IgA in gut secretions (Klaasen
et al., 1993). A "cocktail" of other, incompletely
characterized members of the commensal gut flora,
lacking SFB, caused little stimulation of the develop-
ment of GALT in formerly GF mice.
We have followed the development of GC reac-

tions, including prominent expansion of IgA B
blasts, in formerly GF mice colonized with SFB.
Table 1 shows that, over the first 50 days following
colonization, GC reactions wax and begin to wane
with a time course similar to that observed following
monoassociation of GF mice with M. morganii. We
are now examining the specificity of this response and
the persistance of IgA plasma cells in the gut LP of
these colonized mice. Since SFB appears reather
explosively in the intestine of neonatal mice at the
time of weaning, and then expands further to become
the dominant gut bacteria over the next 3-4 months, it
is tempting to suggest a major role for it in driving the

development of the humoral mucosal immune system.
Of particular interest would be to determine whether
SFB plays an effective role in the populating of gut
LP with IgA plasma cells derived from the B 1 lineage
(see Bos et al., 1996).

Recently, we have begun to assess whether gut
colonization with SFB may also contribute to the
activation of the cellular mucosal immune system.
Table 1 also shows that such colonization of GF mice

results in an overall shift in the subpopulations of
CD4 T cells of PP from a dominance of CD45RBhigh

cells to a preeminence of CD45RBlw cells. Such
shifts in phenotype have been associated with T-cell

priming and activation. We have also examined two

cellular elements of the IEL population: NK cells and
CD8 T cells. Preliminary findings are that GF mice

have much lower levels of NK activity and "con-
stitutively cytotoxic" CD8 T-cell activity in their IEL
populations than CV-reared mice. By about 50-60
days following colonization of GF C3H mice with
SFB, IEL populations show a significant rise in both
kinds of cytotoxic activity, and these functional

changes are accompanied by shifts in subsets of both
NK and CD8 T cells.
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